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Abstract: Discharged water from the oil and gas fields is a common type of wastewater called
produced water (PW). It consists of different combinations of salinities, oils, and mineral deposits.
Growing industrial demand, accelerated urbanization, and rapid population growth are putting
enormous strain on the world’s water supply. Based on sustainable freshwater supplies, North
Africa, the Middle East, and South Asia confront the ultimate water shortages threat. Proper
implementation of innovative membrane technologies in wastewater treatment is considered a
solution towards tackling water insecurity and sustainability. Different types of innovative membrane
technologies used for produced water treatment were considered in this work. A framework of
innovative membrane technology was studied for industrial wastewater with direct contribution to
the environmental and economical sustainability factors, taking into consideration grand challenges
and limitations in energy costs and environmental constraints. Treated produced water can be utilized
in irrigation providing many benefits only if the desalination sector is mature and fully developed.

Keywords: oil and gas production; produced water; wastewater treatment; innovative membrane
technology; sustainable processes

1. Introduction
1.1. Produced Water from the Oil and Gas Industry

Because of the growing requirement for petroleum and byproducts, as well as the
demand for further oil-gas extraction, industrial discharged water from the oil-fields
alone is the largest waste production encountered nowadays [1,2]. As listed in Table 1,
the physical characteristics of such wastewaster correspond to the different geographical
locations of the industrial plant [3]. Significant quantities of this produced water is confined
within the oil reservoirs and is high in salinity [4]. Flowback and surface water from ponds,
lakes, or rivers, and even smaller sources of fresh or brackish water in ponds or rivers,
can sometimes be part of produced water (PW), and therefore it may be a problem [5].

It is worth noting that the volume of water produced from the gas industrial sectors is
much less than that generated from the oil sector. This small amount of discharged water
contains the highest acidity [6]. Additionally, because nearly one-third of the chemicals
used to treat the gas end up in industrial wastewater, the gas sector becomes the immediate
source of highest PW contaminants [7,8]. This results in scaling and corrosion of industrial
equipment that negatively affect the water productivity [9]. Therefore, proper treatment
most be executed to filter and disinfect the discharged industrial water to make it reliable for
clearance to water surface and also re-use in irrigation and agriculture [10,11]. The storage,
shipping, processing, and disposal of water in various stages in oil and gas manufacture is
critical for industry [12]. It is important to note that quantifying the exact environmental
concentrations present in produced water is a complicated procedure. Not to mention the
impractical effect of such discharges on both the population and the community [13–15].
Discharged wastewater from shale oil and gas industries has been suggested for use in
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agricultural irrigation to help alleviate countries’ water shortages [16,17]. Consequently,
relevant global quality requirements should follow the chemical composition of re-used
wastewater [18,19].

Table 1. Global parameters of produced water from oil-field industries [8].

Density pH TOC * TSS * COD * Total Oils Volatiles

[kg/m3] [mg/L] [mg/L] [mg/L] [mg/L] [mg/L]
1014–1140 4.3–10 0–1500 1.2–1000 1220 2–565 0.35–0.39
Chloride Bicarbonate Sulfate Sulphide Ammoniacal nitrogen Higher Acids Phenols
[mg/L] [mg/L] [mg/L] [mg/L] [mg/L] [mg/L] [mg/L]

80–200,000 77–3990 <2–1650 10 10–300 <1–63 0.009–23

* TOC: Total organic carbon, TSS: Total suspended solids, COD: Chemical oxygen demand.

As a result, effective water treatment and reuse techniques are required for long-term
life on Earth and to compensate for future water scarcity [20]. Various methods consisting
of physical, chemical, and biological treatment techniques were implemented for separating
oil from PW over the years [1,21–26].

1.2. Produced Water Treatment Methods

Desalination is the fundamental origin of consumable water in the nations of the
Gulf, for example Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Kuwait, Oman, and the United Arab Emirates.
In these nations, desalination represents 40 percent of the water utilized for civil and
industrial aspects. Desalination of produced water in the Gulf’s petrochemical industry
is a continuing challenge to major research groups in the field. With a focus on produced
water from desalination plants, it has become crucial to define and follow specific protocol
in wastewater purification technologies. Only 0.03% of the total 70% of earth’s water is
consumable by humans. The demand of wastewater treatment and desalination is expected
to expand as per the World Health Organization to protect up to 4 billion of the world’s
population from running out of clean water access [27,28]. Desalinated water provides
most of the water used in commercial and agriculture processes. Qatar’s wastewater from
oil-field extractions is expected to be around 490 million m3, which is about half the yearly
desalination plants’ demand for fresh water in the whole GCC region. This fact presents
an excellent opportunity to rethink traditional wastewater management methods and
implement novel techniques, such as the use of treated process water and produced water
for industrial and agricultural purposes. Treated produced water may be used for non-
human purposes such as agricultural drainage, landscaping, building, road construction,
and salinity flashing [29,30]. From this point rises the importance of employing membrane-
based separation systems in water desalination processes. Other than their simplicity of
use and reasonable design costs, using membrane technologies have many benefits for
produced water treatment, such as [31]:

• Minimal environmental impact, reduced energy costs, and highly automated installations.
• Widespread in oil exploration onshore and offshore.
• There is no requirement for chemical additives.
• During such processes, the membrane can be used to recycle the waste streams.

In membrane technologies, the crossflow operation mode is preferred in purifying
high concentrations of saline solutions. This is because the flow of the feed is perpendicular
to the flow of the permeate. This helps in reducing the amount of accumulated species
on the surface of the membrane during the desalination process [32]. Similar work was
done on produced water from shale oil and gas, with an emphasis on permeate flux and
membrane fouling [33–36]. A list of five wastewater treatment technologies is mentioned
in Table 2 with emphasis on the main benefits and limitations for each technology.
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Table 2. Advantages and drawbacks of PW treatment technologies.

Produced Water Treatment Methods

Microfiltration Ultrafiltration Reverse Osmosis Adsorption Ion-Exchange

Advantages ·High recovery of
fresh water

·High recovery of
fresh water

·Compact module
·Removes dossilved
contaminants

·Cheap
·Efficient
·Compact

·Low energy required
·Continuous
treatment possible

Drawbacks
·High energy
required
·Low effeciency

·High energy
required
·High membrane
fouling

·Requires high
pressure
·Small traces of
grease may cause
memb/oil causes
membrane fouling

·Low effeciency at
high feed
concentrations
·High retention time

·Requires
pre-treatment
·Requires
post-treatment

In general, approximately 9% of the papers examined employed a hybrid system for
PW treatment. A number of factors immediately contributing to figuring out the exact
wastewater treatment technology which needed to be applied are listed in Figure 1.
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Recent work using fabricated polystyrene membranes along with a novel, activated
carbon-doped, electrospun, polystyrene membrane was done by Abdelrazeq et al. [37] and
Esteves et al. [38] to tackle produced water treatment using a bench-scale direct-contact
membrane distillation (DCMD) bench-scale unit. Results have shown that membranes
including activated carbon-doped layers showed a 20× greater specific surface area as
compared to undoped membranes. However, all membranes retained their desalination
capabilities despite the addition of the activated carbon. Alkhouzaam et al. [39] presented
another interesting study where polydopamine functionalized graphene oxide nanoparti-
cles (GO-PDA NPs) were prepared to investigate their structural properties in membrane
separation processes. The hydrophilicity was significantly improved despite the low con-
centrations of GO-PDA layer (1 wt.%) on the PS substrate. Hence, GO-PDA proved to have
the potential as nanofiller due to the higher hydrophilicity and dispersibility.

Besides membranes, other treatment methods consist of 34% of the total published
papers in the area of oil and gas wastewater treatment. For example, several studies
examined biological treatments which are considered promising techniques for eliminating
PW residuals. The effect of biodegradation of certain organic compounds existing in fluids
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during hydraulic fracturing was evaluated by Akyon et al. [40]. Another group analyzed an
algal process with a highest result of 100% of the total dissolved solids eliminated from the
water flux [41]. Additional approaches have also been evaluated. For instance, acid active
shrimp shell as well as montmorillonite have successfully been used for the removal of
heavy metal species (at efficiency of 65–93 percent) and crude oil (87 percent) from oilfield
PW [42].

1.3. Research Prospective

Almost 19% of the papers focused on various treatment methods. While several
scholars have investigated different technological processes for treating discharged water
from the oil and gas industries in the past several years, to the best of our knowledge,
the total environmental analysis and its connection with the sustainability and innovation
of advanced membrane technologies was not fully studied. In this review, papers consisting
of non-industrial sources were excluded from the results and corresponding discussion
sections. Hence, the aim of this review is to shed light on the grand challenges and
limitations of different membrane technologies, with a focus on hybrid technological
membrane systems as innovative approaches towards environmental sustainability in the
purification of industrial wastewater.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Review Protocol

The review protocol followed to conduct the assessment of innovative membrane tech-
nologies included data from both Science Direct and Scopus databases. The combination of
keywords was selected as per the following two categories:

• Technology-related terms: [innovative membrane technologies, water desalination,
membrane distillation wastewater purification, industrial water discharge, wastewater
treatment plants (WWTPS), produced wastewater, water processing].

• Sustainability-related terms: [environmental assessment, life cycle assessment, envi-
ronmental sustainability, economic analysis].

In this research, the following flow-chart in Figure 2 was followed during the process
of searching and selecting research articles that link sustainable membrane technologies
with industrial produced water.
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Figure 2. Step-by-step review schematic diagram.

2.2. Research Data

On the basis of our analysis of recent membrane technologies for treatment of oil and
gas wastewater published yearly, as seen in Figure 3, it was found that most of the research
was carried out in the United Stated, China, Spain, Germany, Italy, and Qatar. A number
of 110 out of 189 publications were relevant to the aims of this work. Only 51% of these
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articles (56 publications) directly connected advanced membrane technologies with life
cycle assessment and environmental sustainability in the fields of environmental science
and engineering (Figure 4) of produced water. Of these, most were in the form of research
articles (Figure 5). The other publications examined the use of polytetrafluoroethylene,
polyvinylidene fluoride, polypropylene, and polystyrene, as well as polystyrene [32,43–53]
in the application of water desalination and wastewater treatment. This review investigated
many forms of new membrane technologies utilized for produced water treatment with a
focus on technologies that are sustainable and innovative. The innovation section related to
each of the technologies taken up is derived from the deep understanding of the literature
and related publications in the domain of produced water treatment. A framework of new
membrane technology for industrial wastewater was explored, with direct involvement
with environmental and economic sustainability considerations, taking into account major
obstacles and limitations in energy prices and environmental constraints.
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3. Results
3.1. Thermally-Driven Membrane Process

Several research groups focused on membrane distillation (MD) of hydrophobic mem-
branes for seawater desalination and wastewater treatment [43,45,46,54–56]. Membrane
distillation is a well-known thermally driven process that utilizes the difference in vapor
pressure, as the driving force, in generating purified permeate of improved quality. At
the liquid-vapor interface of the hydrophobic membrane, a temperature gradient exists
leading to a selective transport of substances from one side of the porous membrane to the
other. For this reason, in MD, it is always preferred to have a non-wetted membrane with
pore sizes ranging between 10 nm and 1 µm [57].

A few groups mentioned in detail the preparation procedure of specific types of
polymers used in membrane distillation [58,59]. New types of fabricated membrane were
made using an electrospinning technique. The obtained membranes showed a micro
grooved surface mimicking a lotus leaf structure. High permeability was achieved and
consistent stability in membrane performance was attained. The results of this group were
comparable with that in literature in terms of superior desalination performance. One
group used the capillary flow porometer (CFP) to study the effect of fiber diameter and
membrane thickness on the overall distribution of pore sizes of the developed membrane.
Additionally, a contact angle meter (CAM) and gravimetric method exhibited the wettability
of the prepared specimens. The output of the desalination process resulted in high flux
rates. The water quality of membranes was compared with other commercially obtained
membranes listed in the literature.

In another study, Li et al. [60] designed a novel membrane consisting of an irregular
groove structure. Through analysis, the results showed higher membrane distillation
performance. This was attributed to the morphological structure of the nano-scaled fibers
within the membrane surface. Interestingly, an improved desalination performance was
obtained with a high flux rate of 60 LMH. In comparison to typical commercial membranes
mentioned in the literature, this result was outstanding. Wang et al. [61] presented a
summary of recent studies on nanoporous membranes for removing water pollutants
(i.e., salt, metallic ions, anions, nanoparticles, organic chemicals, and biological substrates).
A number of review articles reported valuable summaries with referral to membrane
properties in MD [61–66]. Table 3 lists the existing contaminants that can be eliminated
using specific membrane technologies.
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Table 3. Contaminants in wastewaters and their corresponding membrane technologies.

Type of
Wastewater Main Contaminants Treatment Objectives Membrane

Technologies Limitations

Produced water
• Drilling fluid additives
• Oil and grease
• Divalent cations

• Reduce salinity
• Oily compounds

elimination

• MD
• FO
• NF
• RO

• Large water consumption
• High total dissolved solids
• Disposal regulations
• High membrane fouling

Municipal
wastewater

• Microbial pathogens
• Micropollutants
• Phosphates
• Ammonia

• Degradable organic
materials

• Microbial removal
• Eliminates nutrients

• MF
• UF
• NF
• RO

• Need for potable reuse
• Large footprint
• Treatment plant odor
• High membrane fouling

MD: membrane distillation, FO: forward osmosis, NF: nanofiltration, RO: reverse osmosis.

3.2. Pressure-Driven Membrane Process

Forward osmosis (FO) is also a membrane-based technology that could find niche
applications in the oil and gas PW treatment. Desalination using forward osmosis (FO)
is an innovative method in which the natural osmotic pressure drives the system. The
built-in deference in pressure between the feed solution (FS) and the draw solution (DS),
which are separated by a semipermeable membrane, causes the movement of the solvent.
The DS in the FO process plays the most important role, because it is the main source of
movement and net force over the semi-permeable membrane.

In FO membranes, fouling in membrane processes is relatively low [67,68] and can
be even further minimized by optimizing the hydrodynamics [69]. Another benefit is
the higher water recovery which helps to reduce the desalination brine (which is a ma-
jor environmental problem) due to the high osmotic pressure difference across the FO
membrane [70]. Additionally, some contaminants are rejected effectively using the FO
membrane [71].

The combined electrocoagulation system (EC) and FO for generated water treatment
was investigated by Sardari et al. This indicated that hybrid systems are feasible water
recovery solutions [72]. Similarly, another group also studied a hybrid method in order
to handle oily wastewater using an ozonation device before microfiltration. The results
have shown that ozone pre-treatment could change the chemical nature of the emulsion
of oil-in-water to increase membrane water weight. The PW model contains salt and,
since it reduces membrane resistance and retains the need for chemical oxygen, is even
more effective for pre-treatment [73].

3.3. Hybrid Membrane Process

A new method to boost the performance of FO desalination is to couple this process
with other available desalination processes so that the hybrid process could have the
advantages of both processes. Good examples of hybrid processes are forward osmosis-
reverse osmosis (FO-RO) and forward osmosis-microbial desalination cell (FO-MDC). FO
desalination process could be coupled with RO desalination process as a pre-treatment step.
In this case, the draw solution in FO would be the seawater with low salinity feedwater
(wastewater) for dilution in FO process. As a result, the draw solution would reach the RO
process for more processing as brackish water with low salinity which requires less energy
due to the low osmotic pressure of the feedwater. This process is referred to as FO-RO
hybrid system (Figure 6) [74].
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Pilot plant scales have confirmed that this configuration has shown a low fouling
tendency and significant energy savings in comparison with RO desalination process. This
process has been developed due to the lower irreversible fouling; FO is used as a pre-
treatment stage to make use of impaired water sources. Therefore, water transport occurs
as the osmotic pressure of seawater is higher than the wastewater. After that, the diluted
seawater is sent for SWRO to produce freshwater. A further treatment for effluent may be
done for agricultural purposes. In this process the reclaimed wastewater is used as a feed
for FO process. The produced dewatered waste which contains a vast amount of nutrients
can be reused as fertilizer [75,76].

4. Discussion
4.1. Grand Challenges in Membrane Technology
4.1.1. Operational Cost Analysis

Economic and cost assessments are vital to the maintenance of sustainable develop-
ment targets regardless of complexity. A new evaluation system to further explore the
resilience and efficiency of a wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) was recommended by
Ba-Alawi [77]. Both efficiency curves and reliability coefficient (COR) have been calculated
based on discharge requirements. Good examples of highly efficient separation process
models were successfully presented [78,79].

OSPAR introduced a practical cost assessment approach for wastewater treatment [80].
The detailed evaluation of capital expenses (CAPEX) and operational expenses (OPEX)
greatly depend on market vendors’ endorsements. CAPEX estimated costs for PW treat-
ment processes are represented in Figure 7. The treatment of extracted water from oil and
gas wells accounts for a sizable portion of the operational costs of oil and gas wells. Each
of the two primary protocols make use of current commercial technologies with varying
degrees of efficacy in treating produced water. Any of the treatment processes remove oil,
grease, and complete suspended solids, as well as salts, from the brines [81,82].
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The oil and gas producing countries have a substitution advantage in that they can
reuse drained water from oil and gas fields, thus preserving and expanding the size of
green land for a longer time. Simultaneously, in terms of economic advantage, the amount
of water provided by the oil and gas industry is five times that of commercially produced
oil from the same resource in the region [83,84].

Table 4 shows how the type of wastewater and its chemical components, in addition
to the location and size of the industrial entity, greatly affect the disposal expenses of
produced water disposal [85].

Table 4. Estimated costs for produced water disposal [85].

Method Cost ($/bbl) Limitations Benefits

Surface discharge 0.01–0.08 Energy costs Livestock, irrigation
Secondary recovery 0.05–1.25 Infrastructure Increase production

Commercial water hauling 0.01–5.50 Distance -
Shallow reinjection 0.10–1.33 Energy and maintenance Recharge aquifer

Evaporation pits 0.01–0.80 Soil contamination Livestock impoundment
Constructed wetland 0.001–2.00 Land area Communities, education

In contrast, wastewater that is recycled using new, low-cost technology is combined
with PW, which improves the water’s consistency and prevents long-term hardening of
agricultural soil [86]. As a result, this strategy would result in an expansion of the green
land in oil-producing countries. In exchange, the population in the area surrounding the
green land would rise, resulting in social and economic growth. The more economically
viable it becomes, the more employment and services are attracted to the region. This,
by default, leads to a beneficial effect on the socioeconomic status of the community,
resulting in an increase in their social expectations [87,88].

4.1.2. Energy Consumption of Membrane Systems

It was discovered by a research group that raising the feed pressure up to 6.586 MPa
significantly lowered the specific energy consumption (SEC) to 0.323 kW h/m3 in the
system with two energy recovery devices. Freshwater supplied from RO system makes
it beneficial in arid areas [89]. Given that 40% of the world’s population are 100 km
away from a seawater source, much research has been made on the different desalination
technologies to reduce the capital and operational costs. Currently, the operating costs and
energy requirements for desalination using reverse osmosis and thermal distillation are
0.5–1.2 (USD/day. m3) and 0.8–1.5 (USD/m3), respectively. In contrast, the energy cost of
former techniques is about 4–5 (kWhelec/m3) and 10–16 (kWhelec/m3) respectively [74].
This means that the desalination technologies are very energy intensive.

4.1.3. Environmental Analysis

The main three key factors necessary for sustainable growth are the economy, en-
vironment, and society [90]. This also applies to wastewater disposal. However, each
wastewater treatment system has environmental consequences that can have an effect on
the ecosystem’s efficiency, social health, and resource use [91]. These may have either a
beneficial or detrimental effect on the surrounding ecosystem [92]. As a result, an effort
must be made to evaluate the causes and consequences of these impacts [93]. In order
to mitigate the environmental impacts of wastewater treatment plants, it is important to
understand the system’s entire life cycle in addition to design considerations [94].

A study was conducted to investigate the environmental consequences of irrigation
using produced water. This group established a solid foundation upon which the petroleum
industry would estimate the risks associated with crop watering using generated water. As
a result, this study’s results directly favor the re-use of PW in water-scarce regions. In the
United States, the use of PW in agricultural applications is authorized [95]. The tailings
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development and function of the plant are depicted in Figure 8, as they fall under the
system boundaries of the life cycle inventory [84,96].
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The Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) enables the evaluation of a system’s environmental
impact and its relationships with the environment by considering the system’s entire
life cycle, which includes pre-processing points (sources of raw materials), production,
circulation, use (both maintenance and reuse), recycling, and final discharge [97]. The
aim of life cycle assessments is to evaluate the consequences of a product or system’s
interactions with the environment. Thus, it assesses the environmental impacts of a
commodity or system’s use, either consciously or indirectly. LCA mainly evaluates the
environmental impact of a product or device from the source of its raw elements to
production and, if applicable, during its life cycle, up to its disposal and clearance. The mid-
point methodology focuses entirely on the different groups of environmental effects [98].

A group previously examined the environmental effects of traditional wastewater
treatment plants (WWTPs) and concluded that energy recycling would make a substantial
contribution to the overall value of the ecosystem (71 percent) [99]. The LCA approach
has been used as an assessment verification technique in sustainable water management
because it offers useful knowledge on the different environmental impacts of actual or
anticipated water-related infrastructure and processes. The LCA has difficulty studying
water systems due to the following factors: a) system structure and challenges in defining
system boundaries; b) the complexity of the LCA methodology; and c) data availabil-
ity problems. Several LCA review experiments are based on site-specific conventions,
with varying choices for the LCIA approach and LCA structures [100]. Certain research
introduced LCA practices integrate economic metrics when evaluating the efficiency of
water systems, filtering the effect categories through the use of appropriate indicators and
weighting scales to provide a true and dependable environmental impact evaluation [79].

Additionally, it was confirmed that cost-effective water storage is a critical component
of the oil and gas industry’s efforts to ensure improved safe activity in the industry. Due to
the unpredictable characteristics of produced water, an ideal and optimum combination
of different technologies must be developed to ensure that adequate treatment can be
used [101].

Another study states that the quality of produced water is frequently a constraint
on its reuse in irrigation, as it can influence soil salinity. Attempts are being made to
comprehend the primary environmental and economic conditions, as well as the life cycle
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evaluation, that can encourage the advancement of irrigation with treated processed water
in dry lands throughout the world [83,102].

4.2. Limitations and Constraints of Membrane Technology
4.2.1. Energy Usage and Costs

Membrane technologies that are thermally-driven based can treat large capacities
of seawater, up to 55,000 m3/day, while the membrane technology plants can treat 500–
5000 m3/day of seawater depending on the size of the treatment plant. Current patterns
show that membrane distillation costs are declining as a direct result of economies of scale
(enormous plants). The specialists suggested that every case should be assessed carefully
before choosing the technology for treatment with membrane processes as being the most
versatile and promising technology for future applications [103].

The expenses of desalination rely principally upon the sort of desalination process
utilized, the nature of the influent and effluent, the yield limit of the plant, and the ac-
cessible choices for waste removal. The overall cost includes the cost of removal, labor,
investment in land and equipment, operational and maintenance, energy consumption,
and environmental costs [104].

Table 5 shows a comparison between the thermal and membrane technology methods.
The highest costs are attributed to the capital and electricity costs. Thermally-driven
membrane processes are more expensive than pressure-driven ones. Thus, membrane
technology is considered a feasible method for saline water treatment [105]. However,
the total costs can be further reduced depending on the size of the treatment plant. A
smaller plant will require less labor and less energy compared to a large plant [106].

Table 5. Different desalination techniques and the associated costs.

Cost Parameter
Membrane Technology

Thermally-Driven Pressure-Driven

Capital cost (US $/m3) 0.449 0.301

Energy (US $/m3) 0.555 0.25–0.27

Labour (US $/m3) 0.128 0.128

Chemicals (US $/m3) 0.024–0.045 0.018–0.054

Membrane replacement (US $/m3) 0 0.001–0.072

Maintenance (US $/m3) 0.018–0.032 0.018–0.032

Total costs (US $/m3) 1.10–1.15 0.45–0.877

4.2.2. Environmental Constraints

The main environmental concern that is associated with all desalination processes is
the energy intensity. Energy as either electricity or steam produced using non-renewable
sources of energy leads to gas emissions. For example, 1 m3 of desalinated water by gener-
ally requires 1 L of fuel. The other environmental issue is the brine and its disposal which
affects the marine life. No detailed environmental impact assessments for a desalination
plant is yet provided; however, the above environmental concerns should be addressed
and mitigated as required [107].

4.3. Sustainable Innovation in Membrane Technology

A microbial desalination cell (MDC) is a bio-electrochemical cell in which the wastew-
ater can be treated while desalinating water and producing electrical energy from a re-
newable energy source [108–111]. A typical MDC includes an anion exchange selective
membrane (AEM). The membrane used for MDC can be replaced by FO membrane pro-
ducing FO-MDC hybrid technology. The concentrated feedwater of FO is introduced to
the MDC cathode chamber, for COD removal, while the diluted draw solution is desali-
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nated in MDC salt chamber. Comparing MDC process standalone process with MDC-FO
shows that the latter process reduces the saline water conductivity, thus decreasing the
total dissolved solids (TDS) generally. Research also shows that the FO-MDC process
is a promising technology for pre-desalination treatment for highly saline wastewater.
FO-MDC process enhances the chemical oxygen demand (COD) removal. The system is
shown in Figure 9 [112–115].
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4.3.1. Mechanism of Sustainable Technology

A typical MDC includes three chambers, with an anode cathode and salt chamber
in the middle. The salt chamber is separated from the anode by an anion exchange
selective membrane (AEM), and separated from the cathode by a cation exchange selective
membrane (CEM). Anodophelic microorganisms in the anode chamber oxidize the organic
matter (reducing the COD and treating wastewater) in the anode chamber, producing
electrons traveling through the outer circuit. This process reduces the electron acceptor in
the cathode chamber [116–118]. As a result, a driving force is created, stimulating anions
and cations in saline water to be separated, resulting in pure or semi-pure water. In the
coupled MDC-FO, the anode effluent from MDC is used as the FO feed; after that, clean
water is extracted. The concentrated wastewater of FO is introduced to the MDC cathode
chamber for COD removal, while the diluted draw solution is desalinated in the MDC salt
chamber [119–121].

4.3.2. Feasibility of the Hybrid System

In order to check the feasibility and the performance of this hybrid system, the impact
of initial COD concentration, hydraulic retention time (HRT), and salt concentration have
been investigated [122].

The FO process only removed about 10% of COD. This is because the small molecules
move through the FO membrane, which causes fouling of the membrane, affecting the
water flux and COD removal as well, while the MDC-FO removed almost 80% of COD,
which is very close to MDC standalone. The conductivity reduction was about 30% for
MDC alone and 60% for FO process alone, while for coupled system MDC-FO it was about
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80%. Additionally, the effluent volume of the MDC–FO system was reduced by 64% due
to water flux in the FO. On the other hand, a 14% reduction of the effluent volume of the
standalone MDC was caused by evaporation on its cathode. The enhanced desalination
of the MDC–FO system was mainly due to the dilution in the coupled FO cell, which
contributed 62% of the conductivity reduction, as the standalone FO process reduced the
conductivity 1.5 times more than the standalone MDC [123–125]. The performance of
MDC-FO process over FO and MDC was assessed as follows:

It can be seen from Table 6 that the MDC-FO gave a better COD removal than MDC,
while MDC-FO gave water recovery and the rate of decrease in TDS values in between of
FO and MDC standalone cells. MDC-FO has properties in between of FO and MDC [126].
Bioremediation of PW can be achieved by this technology. PW contains organic residuals
and wastes; these residuals can be treated as a substrate for the microbial population in
the anode chamber. This can be achieved only by changing the type of influent treated
wastewater to be PW [127]. This is an efficient technique to lower the organic content of
PW. This reduces in turn the energy requirement for PW treatment as the system does not
require any energy for aeration, enables the reuse of water in addition to desalting water,
and produces less sludge compared to other biological processes [127].

Table 6. Performance of different cells under at 675 ppm COD at room temperature [126].

Cell COD Removal % Water Recovery (mL) The rate of Decrease in TDS (g/L.d)

MDC-FO 43.7 ± 1.3 153.6 ± 6.7 22.7 ± 5.3

MDC 40.2 ± 2.5 - 11.2 ± 0.3

FO - 166.4 ± 6.2 20.1 ± 0.0

4.3.3. Future Potential Applications

Despite the fact that this subject needs more investigation and more research, this is a
short review of how the MDC is used in irrigation. Animal manure which is rich in organic
material can be used as a substrate for MDC-FO for the energy recovery. This can be diluted
further by the draw solution till reaching the agriculture standards in FO system. However,
the draw solution has to be a concentrated fertilizer solution, so that the draw solution does
not need regeneration later which will save energy. Additionally, MDC coupled with FO
can produce electricity. The produced electricity per dry manure is 9.2 mW/kg. Beside the
electricity production, the animal manure contains a good amount of matter which is very
crucial for plant growth such as nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium. In addition, reusing
the animal manure saves the environment from pollution and makes this as a sustainable
substrate source for MDC as well as a sustainable fertilizer [128–132].

5. Future Perspective

Using membrane technologies for PW treatment is an active area of research to bring
about energy efficient treatment processes. The future of this technology should be directed
to develop novel material for membrane fabrication which can tolerate the fouling issues
while requiring less energy. Hybrid and biological processes can be another area of invest-
ment. Membrane bioreactor, microbial fuel cells, and microbial desalination cells coupled
with forward osmosis membrane technology can enhance the efficiency of PW treatment,
while producing pure potable water and renewable energy. This requires more investi-
gation into type of draw solutions to make forward osmosis process cost-effective while
choosing an optimum bacterial culture with suitable conditions [133]. Optimizing and com-
mercializing such systems is a must in order to be applied on larger scales. Additionally,
inspection in pre-treatment processes prior to PW treatment using membrane technologies
is recommended [134]. This can be achieved by applying some primary sieving treatment
coupled with the addition of some chemical additives to aggulate unprecipitated matter
and remove it with other large particulate matter, controlling the fouling [135]. Finally,
the best and most sustainable membrane process which can be applied for PW treatment
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is the membrane that is optimized for that specific kind of PW [136]. This is due to PW
quality dependence on the geology of the oil well that it is produced from [137].

6. Conclusions

Due to the extremely strong global demand for the extraction and refining of oil and
gas, discharged wastewater will continue to be released into surface water. Therefore, ap-
propriate treatment is required for its reuse or safe release back to surface waters. To ensure
that proper wastewater treatment takes place, optimal combinations of various membrane
technologies must be implemented. Current advancements in membrane technologies
were discussed for both thermally-driven and pressure-driven membrane processes. For
hybrid systems, FO-RO process has been addressed with the advancements coupled with it.
Hybrid systems such as FO-MDC were considered as novel forms of membrane processes
that are both innovative and sustainable, due to readiness of renewable sources required
for energy production in water desalination and wastewater treatment. The LCA is an
effective instrument not only to evaluate the environmental effects of different produced
water treatment systems but also to evaluate the overall efficiency of economic indica-
tors. Environmental, financial, and social factors should be balanced in the process of
achieving successful wastewater treatment. Various limitations exist in different membrane
technologies as in energy costs and environmental constraints. Generally, the costs of
achieving the desired water quality can vary depending on the geographical location of
the membrane technological system and can be greatly affected by the characteristics of the
feed wastewater. In locations where water supplies are scarce, the use of treated produced
water in irrigation will provide social, economic, and environmental benefits, only if the
desalination sector is well-developed.
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